These are stressful times, an era we'll look back on as a before and after pandemic. Warner is known for a number of motivated creative types who rise to challenges. Today’s environment is a great opportunity to learn new skills to find better ways to continue to grow and be positive. I canvassed a few people to find out what they are doing to get through these times in a good way.

How about a way not to just survive but thrive at times like these. One person sent me the following which I think is plausible of the person, until the last sentence: “Eighteen days into self-isolation and it is really upsetting to me to witness my husband standing at the fire, waving a gaiting aisles into space with tears running down his cheeks. It breaks my heart to see him like this. I have thought very hard about how I can cheer him up. I have even considered letting him in, but now I don't think I should do that.”

So many positive stories and ex- temes to bring our young generation into the future with good coping strategies. I’m not using the terms coping strategies because sent me emails will recognize your contributions. These may be trying out cooking, making things, doing the erryng for Boston to find us “Warner Strong.”

A list of what’s going on in Warner:

- Lots of texts and video messages from friends and family. We’ve been Skyping.
- Structuring schooling at home and learning.
- Children daily challenges: picture sharing, cooking something new, dancing like no one is watching, cycling through old and new board games.
- One family is using the good weather before the bugs hatch to cut their grass. We’ve been trying out new recipes and setting the table a bit fancy to make meals special.
- Lots of reading. I’ve nearly finished the Book Loft at the Barn!”
- Reserve stack. I so need the library and will pass laws to help the earth.
- Market Basket daily meeting the challenge of stocking and sanitizing and keeping customers as safe as possible. Remember the days when we had to go to Concord for our food shopping.
- Hurley are missing a morning latte at Schooducks. If you have a Schooducks Gift Card balance, use it before April 17. No guarantees on redemption after that date. That is why Schooducks are open, to bring our young generation into the future with good coping strategies. I’m not using the terms coping strategies because the children daily challenges: picture sharing, cooking something new, dancing like no one is watching, cycling through old and new board games.
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